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ABSTRACT

A matrix Q of order n is called k-quasi-g-circulant if it satisfies

PkQ - QPkg

where P represents the permutation (1 2 ... n), (n, g)=1 and the

exponents are mod n.

We prove tliat if (k, n)=h, a matrix Q is k-quasi-g-circulant if and

only if it is h-quasi-g-circulant; then Q is a block g-circulant ma-

trix of type (q, h) and we give a characterization for these matrices

Moreover we define s perfect k-quasi-g-circulant permutation and

we prove that the set of these permutations is an impnmitive group

of order C(k)kqk, where (i-'(k) is the Euler function of k, that is the
number of positive integers not greater than and prime to k.

(^) This research was supported by the Ministero della Pubblica

Istruzione.
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INTRODUCTION

g
Recall that a matrix C of order n is g-circulant if it is PC = CP",

where P represents the permutation TT =(1 2 ... n).

We call a matrix Q of order n k-quasi-g-circulant if it satisfies

PkQ = QPkg (D

where ke[l, n-l] arid (g, n)=1.

In this paper we prove some properties of these matrices.

In particular we prove that, if (k, n)=h, a matrix Q is k-quasi-g-cir-

culant if and only if it is h-quasi-g-circulant; then Q is a block

g-circulant matrix of type (q, h) and we give a characterization for these

matrices.

Moreover we define a perfect k-quasi-circulant permutation and we prove

that the set of these permutations is an imprimitive group of order (j)(k)kq ,

where g'(k) is the Euler function of k, that is the number of positive inte-

gers;not greater than and prime to k.

k

1. Let Q = q,. be a k-quasi-g-circulant matrix of nrder n;frc.!T, (1) it

follows also P Q = QP ''', 1^1 ^n.

If (k, n)=1, the integers ik, taken module n, are distinct. Then, there

exists an integer j  . [i, n-l] such that jk^ 1 ( mod n ) and PQ=QP is

satisfied, i. e. Q is g-circulant.

If (k, n)=h>1 and n=hq, the integers ik are not distinct.

The min-imum integer j such that jk = 0 (mod n) is q. Then the plenients

taken n.odulo nik , 1^ i $q, are repeated h times . ^'joreover it is easy to

see that there exists a J  [l»q] such that jk S h (mod n) and Q satisfies

PbQ = QPhg.

Now, if QP = B =[b^. ] and P Q = C = [c ] , from (1) it follows

b-- . = q.. . , _- ' c-.. = q.., . >
ij 'i j-hg ' ij 'i+h j
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since B = C, we have q = q^^ , where the indices are mod n.
Then we obtain the sequence

= q
'r s *r+h s+hg

q r+(n-1)h s+(n-1)hg
(2)

r, s< [l, h] .
Since the minimum positive integer j such that r+jh E r (mod n) is

j=q, from (2) we obtain that the elements belonging to the rows

r, r+h, ..., r+(q-1)h

and to the columns

s, s+hg, ..., s+(q-1)hg

are coincident.

So the row r+th, 1 ^ r^hand 1 ^ t^ q-1, ofQis obtained from the row

r+(t-1)h by shifting cyclically evt. i-v element of hg positions to the right.

Then the h-quasi-g-circulant matrix Q is obtained by taking arbitrarily the

h first rows and shifting them cyclically hg positions to the right in order

to obtain thf next rovs.

It is easv to see that if the h first rows are partitioned into q matrices

A^, A^, ..., A we have

[A,
A . A _ .. . A_
-q-p+1 q-g+2 q-g

Q - I q-2g+1 q-2g+2 ". q-2g

IA.
i
L

'g+1 lg+2
A

So Q is a block g-circulant matrix of type (q, h) and we obtain the fol-

lowing

THEOREM 1. 1 - A matrix Q of order n satisfies P Q = QP , where (n, k)=h^.1

and n=hq, if and only if it satisfies PhQ = QP g. Then Q is a block g-cir-
culant matrix of type (q, h).
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THEOREM 1. 2 - A matrix Q of order n=hq is block

if and only if it satisfies

( P, ® i^) Q = Q «P_)8 ®i,).
q r» ' ' q ~ h'

g-circulant of type (q, h)

(3)

Proof. The matrices P ® 1^ and (P )8<^I are block g-circulant of
type (q, h) and are given by

p, ®Ih°
I. 0. 0.
-h ~h "h

.. 0.

0.

.. 0.

and

<p, )°®1.-
0.

I. 0.

°^ I. ... °.
h h

\\ 0.

where g is the number of 0, before I. on the first row.
h -h

Then these pennutation matrices coincide respectively with Pb and Phg.
From Theorem 1. 1 it follows that , if Q satisfies (3), then it is block

g-circulant of type (q, h).

Conversely, since the formal rules of block multiplication are the same as

for ordinary mu]tiplication, if Q is block g-circulant, the argument fol-

lowed in [2] to prove that a g-circulant matrix satisfies PQ=QP8, is valid
when interpretated blockwise.

THEOREM 1. 3 - A matrix A of order n satisfies P A=APb8, where (n, g)=1, if
and only if it satisfies AP =P A, where i = g^(n)-1 ^^^ ^^

Proof. If A satisfies P A=AP 8, then we have PjhA=APjhg, 1 ^ j ^n.
If i is the minimuED positive integer such that ig = 1 (mod n), then
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we obtain AP =P A. By a Euler's theorem we have g = 1 (mod n);

then g g(!)(n')-1 = 1 and, since for (n, g)=1 the solution to gx = 1 (mod n)
4>(n)-1

is unique mod n, i E g (mod n).

Conversely, if it is AP"=P"^A, where (n, i)=1, by the same considerations
,

h. _hg , _ , (}>(n)-1
we obtain P A=AP ", where g E i' (. mod nj .

Many properties of the g-circulant matrices can be exspressed in terms of

block g-circulant matrices.

Among these, we consider the following

THEOREM 1. 4- If A is a block g-circulant and B is a block h-circulant, then

AB is a block gh-circulant.

The proof follows as for g-circulant matrices.

COROLLARY 1. 5 - The product of two block g-circular. t -atrices is also block

g-circulant only for g = 1 (mod n).

Proof. By Theorem 1. 4 the product of two block g-circulant inatnces is
^

block g -circulant; then g = g (mod n) only foi- !,' r -i (mod r. ^ .

2. If we consider block g-circulant permutation matricps, from Ccrollary

1. 5 it follows that only for g=1 the corresponding permutations form a

group.

Recall that a 1-circulant is a circulant.

PROPOSITION 2. 1- The number of h-q'jasi-g-circulant perautation matrices

of order n=hq is h!q .

Proof. By Theorem 1. 1 only the first h rows of a h-quasi-g-circulant

matrix Q are arbitrary.
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For the position of the element 1 on the first row there are n possibilities.

Since other q-1 columns of Q have the element 1 fixed, for the position of the

elen. '-.nt 1 on the second row there are n-q possibilities.

In a similar way, for the element 1 on the i-fh row, 1 ^ i^ h, there are

n-(i-1)q possibilities and the number of k-quasi-circulant permutations Q

of order n=hq and (k, n)=h ^ 1, is n(n-q)... (n-(h-1)q)=hiq".

PROPOSITION 2. 2 - The set of permutations corresponding to h-quasi-circulant

matrices of order n=hq forms an imprimitive permutation group T of order h!q

and rank q+1.

Proof. The set T of pennutations corresponding to h-quasi-circulant matri-

ces is the centralizer of TT on the symmetric group S . As P is\quasi-cir-

cu]ant, then r is a transitive group.

Moreover the- disjoint sets H. = {i, i+h, ..., i+(q-1)h} , 1 ^ i Sh, are

nontrivial bLocks for T and T is imprimitive.

In fsct, let g frF and g(i)=j where 1 ^ j ^ n; then we have g(i+rh)=j+rh,

0 S r 2 q-1. Consequently gH. = {j, j+h, ... , j+(q-1)h} is one of the sets

H, and either gH, =H. or eH. n H. =0.
1 'i 1 " i ' i

TLc order of F follovc . : ^.. Prop. 2. 1.

Finally, let r the stabi~!izer of x, for x fe [l, n] . If g £-r , we have

g(x)=x; then it follows that g(x+rh)=x+rh,, where 0 ^ r ^ q-1 and the integers

arc module n.

Since F i? transitive on K - {x+rh 0 ^ r ^ q-1) , we get that the orbits of
x

r^ are q+1, a of length 1 and 1 of length n-q=(h-1)q.

A£. in a h-quasi-circulant perinut ation matrix Q of order n='hq only the h

first rovs sre arbitrary, it follows that the perrautation a corresponding to Q

is dctt-rTTiineo by the elements a. £- ]1. n| such that ot(i)=a. for 1 ^ i ^h.

^- f >"J. "---. -.. "- "--' -^

and a ^ a <':iiod h) , i /- j. Note that a(i+rh)=a -a +rh, r£. [l, q-l] .

Remark that, if of is a circulant or g-circulant permutation, there exists an

integer j prime to n such that o((i+1) - tX(i) = j (mod n).
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Now we give a generalization of these permutations.

DEFINITION 2. 3 - We call a permutation Ot , corresponding to a h-quasi-circulant

matrix of order n=hq, j-perfect if there exists an integer jfc [l , h-l} such that

a.. - a. = j (mod h) (^)
i+1 i

for i fc [1 , h] .

Since a(i+rh)= a. +rh, we can extend (4) to i fe [_1 , nJ .

Moreover from (4) we obtain a. , - a. S kj (mod h), 1 S k ^ h-1. Then it is

a. ^ a, +(i-1)j (mod h) for 2 ^ i ^h; so a perfect h-quasi-circulant per-
i 1

mutation o( depends on only two integers a, and j, apart from the congruence

of Ot(i) module h.

PROPOSITION 2. 4 - If a h-quasi-circulant permutation is j-perfect, then

(J, h)=1.

Proof. In fact, if it is (j, h)=s > 1 andh = sh', then a = a^+h'j = a^
(mod h), where h'+1 ^ h. So the integers a , a , ..., \ are not distinct
mod h.

Denote by E [ E: ] the set of |jj -perfect h-quasi-circulant peniiutations of
degree n=hq.

PROPOSITION 2. 5 - The order of 5. ishq .

Proof. Notice that, if a is a j-pc-rfect h-quasi-circulant permutation depen-

dent on a, and j, a can be any element of the set LI »nJ .

If a, is determined, then we can obtain the integers a^. , 2 $i ^h, by the

relation a. S a^+(i-1)j (mod h).
1

As there are q elements that satisfy this relation, we have that, if a is
is determined, there are q possibilities; then we obtain hq perfect per-

mutations.
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If y(h) is the Euler function of h, that is the number of positive integers

not greater than and prime to h, we have the following

THEOREM 2. 6 - The set S is an imprimitive subgroup of f of order ^)(h)hq".

Proof. Prove that the product of two permutations a,p>e£is also a member of H .

If a , j and b , k are the integers corresponding to a and g , with j and

k prime to h, we have B( Ct(i)) E g( a +(i-1)j)= b +( a +(i-1)j -1)k (mod h).
So the difference between the elements corresponding to i+1 and i is jk (mod h)

As such a difference does not depend on i and it is prime to h, we have

that a (;. is perfect.

Moreover, if a^r, then also a '6; H.

If a(s)=a and a(p)=a +1, where s, pc[l, nl, a = a +(s-1)j (mod h) and

a^+1 = a^+(p-1)j (mod h), ve have a (a. )=s and a (a. +1) =p.
1 l - ' ' i' "i

By calculating (a. +1)-a_., v-f- get that p-s satisfies the relation

(p-s)j = 1 (raori h); then p-s does not depend on a. and it is prime to h.

So G is perfect.

Being 7; 1-pe'rfec-t, E is a transitive group and has the same nontrivial .

block? as F .

Fro'i'; Fror.. 2. 4 3nd Pror. we
h

obtain that the order of^ is CTi(h)liG".

COROLLARY 2. 7 - If a subgroup of F contains a j-perfect permutation, then

it contains t-i)L'rfec. t pennv;ations, for t coincident with j, j , ..., jq-

v-herc c is tl;e minimum intcger such that j'1 = j (mod h). Then q-i|^(h)

and q=h if find only if h is prime.

Proof. In fact, if a is a j-perfect permutation, then, by Theorem 2. 6, a
. r

is j -perfect, vhere 1 S r ^ q-1 and q is the ir. inimum integer such that

j ^ j (mod h). Since by Prop. 2. 4 (j, h)=1, from the Theorems of Euler and

Fera. at we obtain that q-l|^(h) and q=h if and only if}is prime.

COROLLARY 2. 8 - The set of j-perfect h-quasi-circulant permutations is a

subgroup of ^ if and only if j S 1 (mod h).
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Proof. By Theorem 2. 6, the product of two j-perfect permutations is
.2

j-perfect iff j = J (mod h); then we have j E 1 (inod h).

Moreover, if a is j-perfect, then a is p-perfect, where p j = 1 (mod h)

So, if a is 1-perfect, also a ' is 1-perfect.

If <r is the group of 1-perfect h-quasi-circulant permutations of degree

n=hq, then C is a subgroup of f .
n

We can see a retrocirculant matrix of order 2m can be partitioned into
[A B]

matrices A and B of order m in the following way

a m-quasi-circulant matrix.

A B]
B A| '

hence it is

^, er^e. c-&
REMARK 2. 9 - The dihedral group D, is a subgroup of theIm-quasi-circulant

permutation group 'E of degree 2m.

Proof. In fact, the generators of D are the circuiant pennutation

TT =(1 2 ... 2m) and the retrocirculant permutation o = (1 2m)(2 2m-1)... (m m+1);

bence every element of D, is m-quasi-circulant. Moreover, since TT is a
4m

1-perfect permutation and 0 is a (ir-1 )-perfect pc mutation, every ele-

ment of D, is t-perfect for t coincidc;nr v:ith 1, rr-1 , (n-. -'i)' '. (mod m) .
4m

So D, is a subgroup of i=-.
4m

The group D^ acting on the corners of a square is the 2-quasi-ci. culant
8

perrautation group of degree 4.
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